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15. Some Remarks on Abhomotopy Groups

By Yoshiro INOUE
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, lg..A., Feb. 18, 1955)

1. Introduction. Abhomotopy groups has been introduced by
S. T. Hu as a generalization of Abe groups (S. T. Hu [5]), Our
purpose of the present paper is to show that abhomotopy groups
can be treated as a special case of homotopy groups of pseudo fibre
spaces. In the preceding paper [7], I defined abhomotopy groups
of relative case. In latter part of this paper, ! shall show that this
groups is treated by the same method as above.

2. Pseudo Fibre Spaces. By a pseudo fibre space (X, p, B), we
understand a collection of two spaces X, B and a continuous map-
ping p" X-->B of X onto B which satisfy the "Liting homotopy
theorem" (p. 63, P.J. Hilton [3J; p. 443, J. P. Serre [8]). In this
paper, we shall use the "Proposition 1" in p. 443 of J. P. Serre [8,
which is equivalent to the "Lifting homotopy theorem". We recall
that the homotopy sequence of a pseudo fibre space (X, p, B):

( 1 ) (B, bo) + ,
+ (Xo, Xo) Xo) bo)----- -,

n:>l, is exact, where bo is a point of B, and Xo is a point of the
fibre Xo--p-(bo) over bo. In the sequel, we shall use these notations
in these senses.

3. T-Operators. In the remainder of this paper, we assume
that the total space X of a pseudo fibre space (X, p, B) is arcwise
connected, d.P. Serre has proved in his paper [8 that r(B)
operate on the homology groups of the fibre Xo. By the same
method, r(X) operate on the homotopy groups of Xo. First, we
prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let (X, p, B) be a pseudo fibre space, x be a point

of X and X, be the fibre over p(x) e B. Then, the collection of the
n-th homotopy groups [r,(X, x) x e X} form a local system of groups
in the space X. (For the definition of a local system of groups, refer
to 13; S.T. Hu [6].)

(Proof) Let a" I-->X be a path joining two points x0 and x.
Let f: I-->X be a map of an element a of r(X., x). Define a map

F" I 0[ I-->X by taking for each x" e 1", t e I

F(x t)= f on I 0
[w (l-t) on if x I.

Then the map G=pF" I x 0[ x I--> B has the extention G’" I x I
--> B defined by G’(x, t)=p(1-t). By the "Proposition 1" in p. 443
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of .P. Serre 8, F has an extent/on F" IIX such that
pF’-G. The map )’t----F I 1 I-X s a representative of an
element a of r(Xo, Xo). By making correspondence a to a’-- a**(a),
we have an isomorphism ** r(X, x),rr(Xo, x0). The detailed
proof is similar as that of Theorem 13.6; S. T. Hu 6], and is omitted.

By this theorem, the undamental group rr(X) acts as a group
of left operator on the group r(Xo), n_>l. Denote by $** this
operator on the group r(Xo) induced by e v,’(X), and we shall call
"the operator $** a T-operaor induced by $. The group r,(X0)
operates on the group r(Xo) in the sense of S. Eilenberg. We shall
call this usual operator $; on the group rr(X0)induced by e rr(Xo)
an E-operaor induced by $. Then, for $ rr (Xo) and a e r(Xo),

(i)**- $*.. Direc Sum Decomposition Theorem. In this section, we
assume that the pseudo fibre space has a cross section : B-+ X.
For any integer n__>l, the n-th homotopy group rr(X) contains two
subgroups M and N such that i maps rr(X0) isomorphically onto
M, p maps N isomorphically onto r(B) and each element of r(X)
is uniquely representable as the product of an element of M and
an element of N. For n>2, we have the direct sum decomposition:

( 2 ) r,(X) M,+N r(Xo) + r,(B)
(for example, see Theorem 27.6; S. T. FIu 6]). We recall that the
cross section induces an isomorphism rr(B)-N such that
pq, is the identity. Now, if all T-operators .** on rr(Xo)for
$ e N, are trivial, the pseudo fibre space (X, p, B) is said to be n-
cross simple with respect to the cross section . Then, by recalling
that $**a=$(ila)$- for a e rr,(X0) and $ e N, we have the following
theorem.

Theorem 2. The group rr,(X) decomposes into the direct product
of two subgroups M1 and N1, if and only if (X, 1o, B) is 1-cross simple
vith respect .to the cross section .

Theorem 3. r(X, (B))r(Xo), n2.
The natural isomorphism k r.(X, (B))--> r(Xo) is defined as

follows: Let f" (I, i, J-)(X, @(B), xo) be a map of a of

r(X, (B)). Define a map F" (,I 0, " /, 3- I) --> (X, (B), Xo)
by taking for each x=(x, x) I, t I

f f(x) or t-0
F(x, t)=

pf(x,..., x_,, t) for 0tl, x /.
The map pF=G is extended to the map G: II- B defined by

G’(x, t)=pf(x,..., x_, (1-t)x+t), x 1, t e I.
By "Proposition 1" in p. 443 of J. P. Serre [8, the map F extended
o the map F I I--> X such that pF G. Then, the partial map
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F]I 1 represents an element B r(Xo) and B--a. From this
isomorphism, it is easy o prove the following theorem.

Theorem . The $oal space X is n-simple relative to (B), n2,
if and only if the pseudo fibre space (X, p, B) is n-cross simple with
respect to the cross section .

5. Abhomotopy Groups. Let Y be an arcwise connected space.
Denote by Y the unction space of compact open topology consist-
ing of all maps f: S Y of /-sphere S into Y, where ll is any
integer. Denote by Y the arcwise connected component of Y
containing the constant map ko: S yo, a reference point of Y.
Define a continuous mapping p: YoY of Yo onto Y by

pf= y when f(s) y, e S,
where s=(1, 0,..., 0) e S. Then, the triple (Yoz, p, Y) s a pseudo
fibre space. (Refer to the proof of the "Proposition", p. 479; J.P.
Serre 8.) Furthermore, the pseudo fibre space (Yo, , Y) has a
cross section " Y Yo defined by

which is called by us the natural cross section. Then the arguments
in the preceding section are applicable. The fibre over a point Yo Y
is the arcwse connected component Yo Is, Yo} of Y Is, Yo} contain-
ng ko, where Y Is, Yo} is a function space of compact open topo-
logy consisting of all maps f: (S, s) (Y, Yo). It is well known
that ,+(Y) (Yo Is, Yo}). Denote by + its natural somor-
phsm. (Yo) s the bhomotopy group k(Y) ntroduced by
S. T. Hu 5. Thus, from the general arguments stated in the
preceding section, we have the direct sum relation:

+
of the abhomotopy group- +’Y) For the proof of "Abe’s Theorem"--1 k

e Bba]I prove he fo]Ioln Iemma.
Lemma 5. Let and a be elements of (Y) and +(Y) respect-

ively. Then,

where + is the E.operator of +(Y) induced by $, and ( $)** is
the T-operator of (Yo{s, Yo}) induced by $.

(Proof) Let f" (S, s)(Yo, ko) and - (L )(Y, yo)be rep-
resentatives of @+a and $ respectively. Define a map F-
xOsxl Yo by taking for each xe S, t I

f(x ) on x o
Lo(1- t) on s x I.

The map F has an extention F’ S x1 Yo. Then, the partial
map f’=F’IS x 1 represents the element $)*@+(a). The
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partial map g’-GI S S 1 of the map G’ S S 1 --> Y defined
by G’(x, x, t)=F’(x, t) (x) is a map of the element $+a. This
completes the proof.

Theorem 6. (Abe’s Theorem; M. Abe 1) The Abe group (Yo’),
11, decomposes into the direct product:

if and only if Y is (1 + 1)-simple.
The following theorem follows from Theorem 4 and the above

lemma.
Theorem 7. The pseudo fibre (Yos, p, Y) is m-cross simple with

respect to the natural cross section @, if and only if Y is (m+l)-
simple. Then, the space Yo is m-simple relative to () if and only
if Y is (m + 1)-simple.

6. Abhomotopy Groups in Relative Case. Let Y be an arcwise
connected subspace of Y. Let Y[S-, Y},/1, be a function space
of compact open topology consisting of all maps f: (E, S-) (Y, Y)
of /-element E into Y such that f(S-)Y. Denote by
the arcwise connected component of YS-, Y} containing the con-
stant map ko: E Yo e Y. Define a continuous map p"

Yby
pf=y when f(s-)=y, f e Y[-, Y}.

Then, the triple (Yo [-, Y}, p, Y) is a pseudo fibre space and has
the natural cross section : Y Yor [S-, Y} defined by

(y) k E y e Y.
The fibre over a point Yo e Y is the arcwise connected component

Yo IS-, s-; Y, Yo} of Y IS-, s-; Y, Y0} containing the map ko,
where Y[S-,g-; Y, Yo} is a function space of compact open
topology consisting of all maps f: (E, S-, s-) (Y, Y, Yo). It is
well known that +(Y, Y)(Yo[S-, s-’; Y, Y0}). Denote by

+ its isomorphism. Thus, by the same arguments as in the sec-
tion 5, we have the direct sum relation:

(Yo S-, Y})+(Y, L)+v(Y), m2 (Y. Inoue 7),
and for $ e v (Y) and e +(Y, Y),

where $+ is the usual operator of (Y, Y) induced by $. From
this relation, we have the following "Abe’s Theorem" in relative
case.

Theorem 8. (H. Uehara 9) The group (Yo [S-, Y}), 11,
decomposes into the direct product:

(Yo [S-, Yi} )=i@+v+(Y, ) v(Y),
if and only if Y is (1 + 1)-simple relative to Y.
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7. An Application. For an application of the above results, we
shall give a counter example of the "Theorem (4.1)" of S. T. Hu
[4]. Let Y be an arcwise connected space. The r-th torus function
space ’(Y), r0, is a function space of compact open topology
consisting of all maps f" I-+ Y characterized by

f(x, ., x,_, o, x,/, x)=f(x, ., x,_, 1, ,/,,..., )
i--l, 2,..., r,

where x=(x,...,x)eI(R.H. Fox [2). Let %(Y) is an arc-
wise connected component of %(Y) containing a constant map ko
1 -->Y0 Y. %(Y) is homeomorphic to Y and %(Y) is homeomorphic
to %’o-(Y). Consider the 2unction space %(Y)So, 1>1. The 2unda-
mental group r(%(Y)) is isomorphically embedded in r(%o+"(Y)).
Then, from the algebraic structure of r(o’(Y))(8, R. H. Fox
[2) and he "Abe’s Theorem", we have he following theorem.

Theorem 9. The space %(Y), r>_O, is (l+ 1)-simple, 1>1, if and
only if all Whitehead products [a, a, of elements a 7r/(Y) and, 7r.//(Y), such that O<__k +Mr, O<__k, M_<_r, vanish.

Then, by Theorem 7, we have the 2ollowing theorem.
Theorem 10. The function space %(Y)o is (l + 1-m)-simple,

lm>l, relative to 4%(Y) if and only if all Whitehead products
[a, a. of elements . r+(Y) and a. e r,++(Y), such that
Ok+Mr, Ok, Mr, vanish, where is the natural cross section.

Let n be an even integer and let a be a generator of r(S’).
The Whitehead product [a, a is a non zero element of x.,_(S"), in
fact, the Hopf invariant of maps of [a, a is _+2. Thus by Theorem
9, the space (S’), r2n-3n4, is not (/+1)-simple for any
integer n>ll. Furthermore, by Theorem 10, the function space

(S’)o, n-l>m>l, is not (/+l-m)-simple relative to %(S),
for any integer l>ml. But the space (%(S)So)o {S, s; %(S),
ko is q-simple for each integer ql. This fact is proved as fol-
lows: Let (X, p, B) be a pseudo fibre space with a cross section .
Denote by .c2 he space Xo [S, s; (B), Xo}. By Theorem 3, elements

a e 7r,(?) and e r(/2) are represented by maps f" (I+,/+) -->

(X, xo) and " (I,/:)-+(X, Xo) respectively. Furthermore, we can
suppose that f(x,..., x, x/)=Xo for 1/2<x/__<l and o(x,x)=Xo
for 0__<x.__<1/2. The map F: (I I)" I -->X defined by

F(x, x, s, t)- f(x, x,,, t) on I/XI
t(s, t) on I I

is extended to the map F: I Ix I-->X defined by

F’(x, x, s, t)-- [ f(x’ x’ t) for 0t__<1/2
Ion(s, t) for 1/2t__<l.

Then, t? is m-simple.
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